
 

Meeting of the Standards and Improvement Committee of  
Bassingbourn Community Primary School 

Friday 22nd Jan 10:00am (via Teams) 
ACTION 

1. Welcome and Apologies JC 

 CB 
VT 
JC 
MS 
NM 

 

2. Minutes of last meeting (Minutes of meeting of S&I committee: 16th Nov 
2020)  

JC 

 Accepted  

3. Matters arising from the minutes (but not elsewhere on agenda) JC 

 No matters arising  

4. Committee development: JD 

a. Action Plan  

 How has the return to school gone? 
 
VT – The return after the first lockdown was better than expected which has 
allowed reflection for this time round. There will be the same transitions back 
to school which should help, especially for those who are anxious. 
 
The government plan to give two weeks’ notice before the lifting of this 
lockdown will help but the plan is already robust plan and ready to be rolled 
out again. 
 
Returning of key worker children and remote learning has benefitted from 
the experience of the first lockdown. It is not green but amber and on-going. 
 
The school has had lots of positive emails from families with children in 
school and at home. 
 
NM – The Pupil Premium/Service Children report contains information about 
staff training on separation anxiety. A quick reminder of that training will 
help staff. 
 
CB – Asked if it was easier second or first-time round. 
 
VT – The school had planned ahead because of mistrust of government 
messaging. Had tried to make sure that all staff felt secure and prepared. 
Remote learning plans were started in June ready for September. Weekly 
timetables and uploading to Class Dojo and the website were already 
running. Only live lessons needed to be added on. 
 
Easier in some ways except getting devices for parents. DfE delivery of 
devices was not what was expected. But, within two weeks, devices were set 
up. 
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Government identification of two levels of key workers meant that the school 
was put in the position of having to parents to rate themselves. This has 
damaged relationships which might take some time to repair. Much support 
from parents but some on-going very difficult relationships. 
 
Providing an offer to students has been easier but SLT have some very 
difficult times. 
 
DfE laptops have arrived but needed IT services to update them. This will 
allow some families to receive a second device. 
 
NM – There are new challenges, but the children are well rehearsed. 
 
VT – The school is halfway through planning the Recovery Curriculum – This 
will be able to start in earnest when all students is back. Amber. 
 
Increased % Greater Depth – The school has offered parents support around 
writing expectations. The provision of live lessons has also helped. Amber. 
 
Development of curriculum subjects – NM has been driving the subject 
curriculum forward. Amber 
 
JC – Can NM ‘pencil in’ some subject leaders that could attend next meeting. 
Subject leaders of History, Geography and Art have already attended.  
 
CB – Reflected that is was a shame that the subject lead for history had 
already presented in the light of conversations about colonialism and BLM 
 
VT – PSHE can cover equality and diversity 
 
Development of subject leadership – Amber led by NM goes with the above. 
 
Equality 
 
NM – Next year of two-form entry which will make curriculum planning 
easier. Subject leaders have subject development on their performance 
management. 
 
Asked NM to provide report on subject leadership for next meeting. RAG 
rating where things are. Something simple. 
 

b. Subject Leadership- Core subject updates (written updates) ARD/HD/
RS/VT 

 Writing 
 
VT - Maths was easier for parents than writing in last lockdown. Writing 
targets for parents were sent out. Glossary of terms sent out. Class Dojo was 
updated so that there are videos for families. We haven’t been able to 
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address main targets but have been able to add. Support for NQT from 
Cambs subject adviser. 
 
VT - Maths – Update from Anna. The meeting between LC and Anna has not 
happened yet. Teachers are able to better assess because of volume of Dojo 
uploads and by having two adults in live Zoom lessons. 
 
There is a question about what statutory test will take place. The times-table 
statutory test has been removed but there may be a requirement to report 
some sort of teacher-assessment 
 
NM – first year that Y3 and 4 don’t have a mixed class. In KS2 curriculum is 
being reviewed to draw out the differences between years. 
 
Reading –Today is the first day of book exchange. NM has selected a huge 
number of books. 
 
NM – some queries about whether the book exchange is necessary. All 
children have been asked to do a star reader test. This data has been 
interesting and has allowed NM to try and select that are age and subject 
appropriate. 
 
JC – The alignment of DERIC skills to target tracker is positive. 
 
VT – Different to last lockdown, live DERIC, guided reading has continued. 
 
JC – Please pass on thanks for the reports submitted. 

   

   

c Questions on Diversity in response to B.L.M. movement- see questions raised 
at end of agenda (defer to next meeting) 

SH/VT 

 VT – The school has been delivering PSHE curriculum which covers diversity. 
Haven’t been able to cover this in daily assemblies because of lockdown. 
Waiting for Stella to take up the equality and diversity. PSHE covers broad 
sense but when something that comes up, this is usually done through 
assemblies. 
 
CB – Reflected that the pandemic has meant that people feel that we are 
closer together  
 
MS – Asked if addressing these issues are this treated as a separate part of 
the curriculum or embedded into subjects? 
 
VT – This is ongoing 
 
NM – Subject leaders have to evidence PSHE and SMHC is embedded into 
plans. 
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5. SDP review VT 

 Has been reviewed and is on-going. Action plan is taken from SDP.   

6. Autumn term data (Nov vs Sept note no FFT or SATs) VT 

 VT – No summary overview. Need to do another round in order to 
adequately compare the two. They did a summer set as guide for recovery 
curriculum. Stamina, concentration and focus were awful as a result of the 
last lockdown. 
Comparison of data is not really possible so not shared. 
Gaps use for intervention. 
ENFER tests done in September 
When students return, tests then will do ENFER tests which will inform 
inferences about progress. 
No more information from LA about targets. 

 

7. New arrivals VT 

 VT – New arrivals haven’t able to be in school. Transition has been done 

virtually. Teachers have been in contact. Two children from one family. 

Arrivals from last half-term have settled really well. BCPS are pro-active 

about demanding information from previous schools. Office staff have 

updated registry and application forms (SEN and medical) in the light of a 

new child’s arrival who would be better placed in a special school. They now 

give parents of service children who are leaving BCPS packs of information to 

give to new school on the first day. 

 

8. Update on attendance- (written update) NM/VT 

 NM – Comforting that 10 (from 19) below 90% attendance. 

Two children with reduced timetable. 

Two parents’ contract meetings for children who are siblings. Those children 

are in school as vulnerable. 

There will be a meeting with a parent of a child in reception who had just 

turned five. Flagged with VT as SEN. 

While remote learning registers are taken. If over two days a child is not seen 

over Zoom, contact is made (by class teacher in the first instance via email or 

telephone call) with parents. Staff are asked to hide their telephone number. 

The escalation programme document states that if that contact is not made 

and visits have been made. If there is still no contact after 72hrs, SLT are to 

monitor. 

 

9. Pupil Premium report- (written update) NM/VT 

 JC – Praise for choices of spending. 
NM – Praise for church charity 
VT – Community response has been very good. 
There may be a financial issue as school covers FSM until funding appears. 

 

10. Free school meals and Service pupils- (written update) NM/VT 

11. Safeguarding / child protection / LAC- (written update) RS/VT 

12. Autumn term monitoring- maths and writing (written update on what has 
been possible) 

VT 
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 VT – Normally autumn-term monitoring would involve observation, data and 
planning. Some learning walks were done. Have still monitored NQTs who are 
still on weekly targets. Where possible they have had their NQT advisers in 
and mentors have complete reports. Have reviewed planning. Will restart 
socially-distanced observation. 

 

13. Staff training VT 

 VT - MS Teams training. It was hoped to roll-out this out to all families. 
Haven’t been able to roll that out because of lack of staff confidence. 
Child Protection training has continued virtually. 
First aid training, fire and GDPR training have gone ahead. Phonics training 
was done on first INSET day in January and majority of staff have completed 
phonics training, to ensure consistency.  
 
Normally, Y1&2 would have had a year of phonics training, this has had to go 
through to years 3&4 in order to maintain a consistent approach to phonics 
can be rolled out when students who have missed school return. 
 
Yesterday, there was training session on lateral flow test kits which will arrive 
Monday. Everyone is trained and ready. This is for all staff on-site and those 
who are doing remote learning and they will be tested before they come in. 

 

14. In-school vs remote provision- numbers, engagement, staff (views, 
wellbeing) feedback, next steps, any support? 

VT 

 VT - ~80-100 in school, some of which are part-time. Reports from staff is 
that only a few are not joining in virtual lessons. The school had to purchase 
additional capacity from Zoom. Praise for parents.  
 
Feedback – direct feedback for children. Remote team (teachers and TAs) 
delivering live lessons to assess, monitor chat, or giving feedback. In-school 
team are doing the same face-to-face. Everyone has pulled together.  
 
It will be interesting to do another parent survey. Purchased Survey Monkey 
to quickly run out survey.  
 
Parent Forum coming up will give an opportunity to  
 
JC – can we see the results of the survey. Have you had to ration attendance. 
Are you full? 
 
VT – Yes. The flow of information goes from the DfE to the LA to the school. 
LA advised that had to cap at 50% capacity (i.e. 15 students per class) 
 
Regards disputes with parents, there is an on-going issue with one family but 
all others have been resolved. We have tried to compromise.  
 
CB – Will remote learning continue post-COVID? 
 
VT – Even when we are back there will be the possibility of students having to 
self-isolate. The provision for this was set up in September. 
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15. Policy Reviews – Statutory (for discussion) VT 

i. Accessibility (Plan 2018 and Plan 2021)  

 VT talked through review of Accessibiliy  
 
Targets: 
 
Curriculum Access – have made sure that all of our families are able to 
access. A continued review of devices? A survey for parents. 
 
VT to flesh out notes for SI review and email with deadline. 
 

 

ii. School Exclusion  

   

10b Non-statutory policies- (only if questions) VT 

 DT, English (Reading & Writing), Monitoring & Evaluation, Playground, PSHE  

  

JC – Expressed that responsibilities should be expressed with ‘will’ rather 

than ‘should’. on Monitoring and Evaluation 

JC – Are good quality book corners in all classrooms? Are staff asking for help 

with this? 

NM – Is helping NQT do this. 

JC – Writing policy – no mention of boys’ writing. 

 

 

11. Any Other Business JC 

 
Date and Time of Next Meeting: 

TBC 
 

30th April 10:00 
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Questions raised in response to the Black Lives Matter movement during the 2019/2020 
academic year 

 
I would like to know if, and how far, the school has addressed the issues of race, racism and 
colonialism in its curriculum (in its widest sense). 
  
Is our curriculum anti-racist, as opposed to just not-racist? 
  
Is our curriculum representative of the cultural diversity of our community or the country as a whole? 
Are there reasons why it should or shouldn’t? 
  
How does our school engage with the issues created by our country’s colonial past? 
  
Where there are examples of content being taught that might contribute to the diversity or better-
representative-nature of the curriculum, are they included because of the racial/national/ethnic 
origin of the creators/subjects or are they worthy of study in their own right? In that study, do 
colonialism and colonial attitudes shape the way they are approached or are they studied in their 
own terms? In other words, are the things studied tokenistic, ghettoised or patronised? Or 
integrated, normalised and dignified? 
  
To what extent do different subject areas have responsibility for this or is it part of a whole-school 
ethos? 

  


